How-To Install Your MGB Roadster Interior

Special Interior Kits
Made In England By The BMH Chosen Manufacturer
Exclusive United States Distributor

VICTORIA BRITISH LTD.
Toll Free - All USA & Canada
Orders - Catalog Requests - Status 1-800-255-0088
24 Hour Worldwide Fax 1-913-599-3299
Available In Leather Or Vinyl
For 1970-80 MGB Roadster

Chosen By BMH for #1 MGB Body Shell Rebuild

When British Motor Heritage wanted a new interior for their MGB Body Shell, this is the kit they chose. Made In England and brought to you exclusively by Victoria British Ltd., each kit is manufactured with the same care and quality as the kit made for the MGB Body Shell. Kits are equipped with everything you need to complete the interior of your MGB. With the addition of one of these Special Interior Kits, you will give your MGB the look that will be admired by many for years to come.

All kits come equipped with everything you need to complete the interior of your MGB. Each kit has piping colored to match the complete interior, except our Commemorative Special Edition Kit 16-333-BR, which is black with red piping. Does not include map pocket.

Made In England

Just Look At All You Get:

- **Interior Panels**
  - 7 Piece Interior Panel Kit
  - 2 Door Top Cappings
  - Center Armrest
  - Rear Cockpit Rail Cover Kit
  - 26 Door Panel Clips
  - Gear Shift Gaiter
  - Back of Radio Console Panel
  - Back Door Pulls

- **Seat Upholstery**
  - Seat Cover Set
  - 2 Seat Backrest Foams
  - 2 Seat Back Stiffeners
  - 2 Seat Bottom Foams
  - 2 D-Type Headrests
  - 2 Seat Webbings
  - 20 Screws
  - 20 Cup Washers

- **OE Style Carpet Set**
  - Completely Replaces All Interior Carpet
  - Edged, Stitched And Bound Like Original Carpets
  - Completely Fade Resistant
  - Cut With The Grain
  - Molded Transmission Cover
  - Designed With Original Factory Specifications
  - Includes All Original Style Hardware (hardware not installed)

Please Read:

- Leather Seat Kits are leather faced with vinyl covering the sides, backs, and headrests.
- A molded Biscuit Door Pull is included with the Biscuit Leather and Vinyl Interior Kits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION</th>
<th>REQD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16-333-BR</td>
<td>Special Edition Interior Kit - Leather</td>
<td>Black/Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-333-BB</td>
<td>Interior Kit - Leather</td>
<td>Black/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-333-BS</td>
<td>Interior Kit - Leather</td>
<td>Biscuit/Biscuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-340-AL</td>
<td>Interior Kit - Vinyl</td>
<td>Autumn Leaf/Autumn Leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-340-BB</td>
<td>Interior Kit - Vinyl</td>
<td>Black/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-340-BS</td>
<td>Interior Kit - Vinyl</td>
<td>Biscuit/Biscuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-340-BG</td>
<td>Interior Kit - Vinyl</td>
<td>Beige/Beige</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Why You Should Do-It-Yourself!

The most intimidating, complex appearing and actually the simplest part of your MGB is the interior upholstery.

No timing lights, gapping tools, torque wrenches, oscilloscopes or brain surgeon capabilities are required ... No paint booths, hydraulic car lifts or NASA clean rooms are needed ... No grandmother with an industrial sewing machine, or esoteric heat sealing presses are required for you to do-it-yourself. Basic hand tools you probably already own, or can borrow from a friend or dad, will help you get the job done. A garage would be nice but an interior can be installed in an apartment complex parking lot ... you should pick one in the shade. Seats can be removed, taken indoors and reupholstered in the middle of the winter.

The interior components in these kits already have all of the seams, flutes, grooves and patterns made into them. You just remove, dismantle and reinstall.

This is the one part of a car that generates the most attention if it is done right. Doing it right is the way we wrote this special section to assure you that "you can do it". The magic of an interior is having all of the correct components ... and these kits do! ... Why you should do-it-yourself ... because now you know you can!

Remember, if you don't have the time, buy the kit and take it to a professional upholstery shop. You know what the finished job will look like before it's done. These kits make upholstery shops look good.
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This Symbol Is Important To You

VICTORIA BRITISH LTD. has been selected as a British Motor Heritage Distributor for the USA. Our dedication and commitment to supplying quality original equipment, replacement and reproduction parts for your British Sports Car and our high standards of customer service resulted in this industry honor.

This symbol on our upholstery accessory pages is your assurance that this product is from a BMH Manufacturer.

British Motor Heritage, Ltd. is the official organization in England dedicated to facilitating a continuing supply of replacement and restoration parts for all British vehicles. BMH provides a permanent link to the actual manufacturer of your British Sports Car by supplying us with factory information and original equipment contacts. This, in turn, enables us to maintain the most complete and highest quality supply of proper replacement, restoration and maintenance parts for your vehicle.

Interior Color Key

- Autumn Leaf
- Black
- Biscuit
- Red
- Tan
MGB Interior Installations

Easy To Follow Step-By-Step Instructions

What You Need To Do-It-Yourself

- 2 Flat Head Screwdrivers; 1 Small and 1 Medium
- 2 Phillips Head Screwdrivers; #1 and #3
- Open End and Socket Wrenches; 5/8", 7/16", 1/2"
- Spray-on or Brush-on Carpet and Trim Adhesive
- Carpet and Upholstery Cleaner
- Awl or Ice Pick
- 5/8" Deep Well Socket
- Pop Rivet Gun and 1/8" Rivets
- Electric Drill with 1/8" Metal Bit
- Scissors and Flat Nose Pliers
- 2 Pieces of Cloth-Approx. 24"x24"
- Measuring Tape
- Hamer
- Masking Tape
- Dark Marking Pen
- Razor or Utility Knife
- Electric Drill with 1/8" Metal Bit
- Dark Marking Pen
- Scissors and Flat Nose Pliers
- Measuring Tape

General Instructions and Tips

Read ahead a paragraph or two at a time so you can plan ahead. Lay out items as you dismantle the car and match them up with the new parts.

Keep the parts for each seat with that seat, etc., label them with masking tape and marking pen for location later. The two seats have a slightly different shape, keep left seat parts separate from the right seat parts.

Small containers such as plastic film canisters or baby food jars that can be taped to the larger parts come in handy. Don’t throw all the parts into one container, as you may forget which piece went where.

Don’t throw away anything until you are sure that you won’t need it again. This is a good idea anytime with an older car, considering the decreasing availability of parts.

Where holes are needed in new panels for screws or rivets, place the old panel on top of the new panels and tap the awl firmly with a hammer to punch the pilot hole at each spot. Use the old panels or a piece of cardboard under the area where you are working to keep from damaging your work area.

Use a knife or scissors to trim carpet and other material. You may lightly tap the material with a hammer to aid sticking the carpet down and removing wrinkles.

Clean and vacuum as you go so you eliminate having old abrasive dirt under your new interior. Keep your hands clean and dry while working with new carpet and vinyl.

Use a good quality cleaner designed to remove glue from carpets and upholstery to remove overspray or glue spills.

Rivets will have to be drilled out with an electric drill and a 1/8" drill bit. If a rivet starts to spin as you drill, hold it in place with the tip of a flat screwdriver and then place the drill at a slight angle.

Getting Started

Unsnap convertible top boot and remove the convertible top retaining bar. Unsnap and remove convertible top, frame hardware and attachments using the #3 Phillips screwdriver. Remove the door seal trim (Fig. 1) by unscrewing chrome finisher plate and drilling out rivet. Check for wear, store for later use or replace worn trim. If replacing with new trim, keep old trim as a measure for length.

Figure 1: Remove door seal trim.
Remove Seats
Push the seat as far forward as it will go and remove the bolt at rear of each runner using a 7/16" socket wrench (Fig. 2). Then push the seat back, remove the bolts at the front and disconnect the seat belt warning switch under the driver’s seat. Remove the square blocks at the rear of the runners that prevent the seat from sliding too far back. If necessary to access the front bolts, remove the square seat slide blocks at the rear of the runners. Note the spacers between runners and floor of car. Mark spacers left hand and right hand, for position, and set aside.

Figure 2: Remove seat runners with a 7/16" wrench.

Remove Radio Console
Remove Phillips head screws on both sides of radio console. Pop off the spring loaded heater control knobs by pressing the awl into the hole on the side of the knob. Use the deep 5/8" socket wrench on the ring nuts that hold the cable in place. The radio console may be tied up out of the way with the wiring still connected by looping a string around the rear view mirror and through any opening in the console. If you have to disconnect any electrical wires, number each wire and connection with tape and a marker so you can easily replace them later!

Special For Cars With Air Conditioning Units:
Cars equipped with A/C are more difficult to access. Unscrew the units and disconnect the hoses between the driver’s side and passenger side, as well as the condensation tube from the passenger side. Tie up the air conditioner unit as far as possible out of the way. The bolt at the rear right of the passenger side unit attaches through the engine compartment, under the window washer bottle. This will take 2 people to re-install, one holding the bolt above, the other tightens the nut below.

Remove Tunnel Console and Armrest
Older models will have only a radio console. Remove shift knob by prying top off and unscrewing ring nut on inside of knob. On some models simply unscrew the knob. Models with overdrive will have to disconnected the O/D switch. Use an open end wrench, not pliers, to remove the chrome finisher below knob to avoid marking the finish. Remove the 4 Phillips head screws holding the shift lever gaiter ring. Notice that one screw is shorter than the other 3. Mark where the shorter screw goes for later replacement.

Figure 3: Remove screw which attaches armrest to tunnel.

Remove old panel behind radio console using a long Phillips screwdriver and pulling out to one side. Punch screw holes into the new panel with awl and hammer (Fig. 5) and mount it into the car with screws and trim washers.

Remember, always mark your new panels directly after removing the old panels for accurate placement. Protect your workshop floor by using the old panels or heavy cardboard for padding.

Remove Tunnel Console and Armrest
Older models will have only a radio console. Remove shift knob by prying top off and unscrewing ring nut on inside of knob. On some models simply unscrew the knob. Models with overdrive will have to disconnected the O/D switch. Use an open end wrench, not pliers, to remove the chrome finisher below knob to avoid marking the finish. Remove the 4 Phillips head screws holding the shift lever gaiter ring. Notice that one screw is shorter than the other 3. Mark where the shorter screw goes for later replacement.

Figure 3: Remove screw which attaches armrest to tunnel.
How To Do-It Yourself

Remove Front Kick, Rear Cockpit and Quarter Panels

Remove and place the panels aside, mark where the screws, rivets and where top snaps are attached. The rear cockpit panel is held by rivets. You may only be able to access the uppermost screw on the outside kick panels with a 90 degree angle side screwdriver, or not at all, as it was placed there originally before the dash was installed. If this is the case, remove all other screws and a good strong pull will pop loose the remaining one. The new panel will hold in place snugly without the top screw. Punch screw and rivet holes in new panels and set them aside.

Carpet Removal and Installation

Remove the toeboard carpet and backing which are held in place by small Phillips screws. Also, remove carpet along door sill and on rear wheel arches (glued down) and from the floor (clipped in front, glued and held by seat runners in rear) and the transmission tunnel and inside footwells.

Do not remove the rear deck carpet (behind seats) yet so that you can first make sure the new door sill carpets are trimmed properly. USA specification cars built after 1972 will have extra heat insulation material under the carpets due to the catalytic converter system. Be sure to replace this old material to avoid a fire hazard.

Fitting Door Sill Carpet

Do one side at a time. Mask off the door sill to protect it from overspray of adhesive. Lay the new carpet dry in place, with the narrow end towards the front. Make sure the front end of the carpet fits against the bulkhead and the carpet stretches all the way to meet the rear deck carpet. Apply adhesive only to the top of the metal door sill and to the back of the door sill carpet (Fig. 6). When tacky, start at the front, only adhere the carpet to the car at the top of the metal door sill pressing firmly into place. You will finish the application in the second step.

Make sure the new carpet fits slightly underneath the rear deck carpet. Allow to dry for approximately 30 minutes. While that side is drying, repeat above procedure for other side of the car.

Figure 6: Apply adhesive to the top of metal door sill and the back of the sill carpet.

Now apply glue to side of metal sill on the first side and when tacky, press the carpet over the side and down, allowing some of the carpet to lie on the floor, which will eventually be covered by the floor mat. Press out wrinkles and bumps as you go. When finished, pull the edge of the carpet up slightly and cut a notch, with a razor knife or scissors, to allow for the seat belt attachment (Fig. 7). Repeat the procedure for other side.

Fit Wheel Arch Carpet

The stitched line in the carpet will lie on top of the arch running back parallel with the side of the car when fitted properly. Press the dry carpet in place and check for fit. Trim edges and around front of wheel well to allow for the rear deck carpet clips. Trim the inside of the seam, if needed, to get a better fit (Fig. 8). Work the carpet down with your hands to press smoothly into place, then hold the new quarter panel in place to check the fit. Apply glue to both wheel arch and carpet back and press into place when tacky.

Remove and Recover Cockpit Trim Rail

Using a 5/16” open end wrench, reach under the rail and undo the 5 to 7 nuts holding it in place. Remove bolts from rail by sliding out of track at the slot near either end. Note the position of the old piping along the edge of the cockpit trim rail, then pull off the old cover. Apply glue to both rail and vinyl, and lay out vinyl full length next to rail. Check alignment, then start applying vinyl at the center of the rail, keeping the piping at the top edge as you work out towards the ends (Fig. 9). Trim excess vinyl so that when wrapped around rail it does not interfere with the sliding bolts. Wrap around the rail and stick in place, smoothing wrinkles as you go. Leave excess at ends to trim off later. Replace hardware and refit the trim rail in car, carefully aligning both ends with the edge of the quarter panels and door seal trim.
Replace Rear Quarter Panels
Use screws, trim rings and a snap button in middle hole near the wheel arch. Reattach seat belt clip and convertible top hardware. Refit the door seal by pressing it into place firmly and attach the chrome finishing plate with screw and pop rivet.

Screw or pop rivet in new rear cockpit panel. Make sure the top straps are pulled from behind and screw or rivet, with appropriate trim ring or snap button, into existing hole in rear panel metal frame (Fig. 10).

Remove and Replace Rear Deck Carpet
Remove the screws holding each of the 2 fastener studs near the transmission tunnel. Using a razor knife, cut loose the vinyl around each of the 3 riveted fastener studs at the top of the deck. Pull the old carpet out and fit the new carpet in dry to check size. Trim carpet with scissors if necessary around transmission tunnel and at each edge, making sure the door sill carpets are overlapped slightly. Spray deck area and back of carpet, (do not spray vinyl strip yet) and when tacky, press into place (Fig. 11). Start at center and work outwards and downwards, making sure to line up the edge of the carpet with the top edge of the deck for a smooth edge when the vinyl is turned back.

Figure 10: Screw the new rear quarter panel into existing hole.

Replace Kick Panels
Replace panels on the outside of each footwell with the appropriate hardware and glue. Glue into place the inside carpeted kick panels. Trim the carpet as needed, remembering that the toeboard will cover the front edge, the tunnel carpet will cover the back edge and the floor carpet will cover the bottom edge (Fig. 13). Fit the carpeted toeboards and trim as needed. Cut a hole for the A/C condenser line if required and screw into place.

Figure 13: Toeboard covers the front edge, floor carpet covers the bottom edge of the kick panels.

Figure 12: Apply glue to the top of deck and vinyl strip.

Transmission Tunnel Carpet Installation
Unscrew the handbrake lever, leaving the brake cables connected.

Trim a scrap piece of vinyl to fit around the screw holes, approximately 2" to 3" on each side and above (Fig. 14), glue into place.

Replace the handbrake lever over scrap vinyl.

Figure 14: Fit a scrap vinyl piece and replace handbrake.

Figure 15: Cut out hole for gear shift.
Door Panel Removal and Installation

Remove Door Panels

Remove the door top rail by unscrewing the chrome stops located at the leading and trailing edge of the door (Fig. 18).

Screw these stops onto the new door top rail. Loosen the 2 part trim around the door latch.

Use a flat head screwdriver to carefully split the door handle trim in the middle (Fig. 19) and pull loose.

Remove the window crank by removing the center screw (Fig. 20). Also remove the door pull handle screws and remove the door pull. Place both pieces where you may find them for installation, remember to keep the screws with the pieces.

Separate the panel from the door by pulling the edges of the panel out until it snaps loose (Fig. 21).

Fit New Rear Deck Carpet

Align and mark on the back of the carpet where the 4 snaps are located. Cut away some of the backing and carpet. Overlap at these spots to allow for the ring clips. Push tops of ring clips through carpet and turn over.

Working on a hard surface, add clip back and bend points of top over with a flat head screwdriver to secure (Fig. 17). Snap carpet into place.

Fit New Floor Mats

Lay both the front and back floor mats into place and check the fit. The front floor mat should slightly overlap the toeboard and the back floor carpet.

Trim back carpet, as needed, and cut holes just large enough for the seat spacers and seat belt warning wire to fit through. Glue into place and add clips to front floor mats, as described above for the rear deck carpet.

No trimming of the backing will be necessary.

Lay the floor mats down inside the car and snap them into place. Repeat procedure for other side of the car.
How To Do-It Yourself

Unbolt seat back from the seat base using a 1/2" open end wrench and socket wrench (Fig. 25). Note the placement of the 2 washers on each side of the seat base and back.

Remove the seat adjusting handle, with a Phillips screwdriver, and carefully pull it away from the seat (Fig. 26). Unbolt seat back from the seat bottom using a 1/2" open end wrench and socket wrench (Fig. 25). Note the placement of the 2 washers on each side of the seat parts. Place seat bottom aside.

Locate and remove the screws that hold down the flap on each side of the seat back (Fig. 27). Save the board inside the flaps for reuse or as a template to make new ones.

Install New Door Panels

Fit new clips in the same positions as on the old panel and install the speaker (Fig. 22).

Align the clips on new panel with the holes in door frame and snap into place by pushing firmly at each clip (Fig. 23).

Replace the door handle and the window crank. Replace the door top rail, making sure it meets the these procedures for the other door panel.

Figure 25: Unbolt the seat back from the seat base taking note of the 2 washers on each side of the seat base and back.

Figure 26: Remove the seat adjusting handle screw with a Phillips screwdriver and pull off.

Figure 27: Remove the screws that hold down the flap on each side of the seat back.

How To Do-It Yourself

Seat Cover Removal and Installation

First separate the new left hand and right hand seat foams and seat covers. They are slightly different and should be marked left hand and right hand for positioning. Keep one of the seats together to use as an example to check your work against until the first seat is completely recovered.

Seat Back

Unscrew the plastic cap covering the bolts where the seat back and the seat bottom are attached (Fig. 24).

Figure 24: Remove the plastic cap covering the seat bolt.

Figure 27: Remove the screws that hold down the flap on each side of the seat back.
Note the position of the C-clips and smaller U-clips that hold the seat cover in place, remove the clips using the flat head screwdriver to pry the clips loose (Fig. 28).

Loosen the cover from the foam and peel away the cover from the foam and frame by turning it inside out and pulling it over the headrest (Fig. 29).

Figure 28: Remove the seat clips with a flat head screwdriver.

Figure 29: Peel away seat cover from the foam and frame.

Loosen the cover from the foam and peel away the cover from the foam and frame by turning it inside out and pulling it over the headrest (Fig. 29).

Figure 29: Peel away seat cover from the foam and frame.

Remove the seat foam and press in on the clip at the base of the headrest shaft, with a screwdriver to remove the headrest. If the seat backboard is worn out, remove the 2 screws, holding it in place at the bottom, and pull loose. At this point, clean the frame if necessary and check for wear. Attach the new backboard by aligning the top of board with the top of frame and screwing it in place. Tape down edges of the seat backboard to conform to the seat frame all the way around, creating a nicely curved back (Fig. 30).

Figure 30: Tape down edges of the seat backboard to conform with the seat frame.

Measure and mark center of bottom tube on the back of seat frame with tape to help with later alignments (Fig. 31). Check fit of the seat back foam on the seat frame and trim the edge of backboard with scissors if necessary. Apply glue to the back edge of the backboard and inside the foam flap on the seat back foam. Stick together using tape, overlap foam over the back and align hole for the headrest. Slightly trim the sharp edge of the seat foam overlapping backboard to help eliminate bulges that may later show through the seat cover (Fig. 32).

Figure 31: Measure to find the center of the bottom tube of the seat frame for future alignments.

Figure 32: Apply glue to seat foam and seat backboard, tape them together and trim seat foam to eliminate any bulges that may later show through the seat cover.

Cut a strip of plastic from the bag that the seat covers came in and glue in place across the top of the seat back foam. This will help when sliding the new cover into place.

Figure 33: Pull the new cover over the seat back foam, taking special care not to pull at the stress points.

Pull the new cover over the seat back foam, taking special care not to pull at the stress points where the sides and back of the cover are sewn together (Fit. 33). You should also be careful with the adjustment handle fitting.

Align the center flute of the seat cover with the center mark on the seat frame tube that you made earlier. Adjust the seat foam and piping folds inside for the proper fit.
Check the fit of the headrest by removing the clip inside of the headrest shaft and placing the headrest temporarily into place.

Figure 34: Glue the sides of the foam and cover only.

Adjust the seat cover and foam. When satisfied with the fit, spray or brush glue down the interior sides of the seat foam and cover only (Fig. 34).

DO NOT glue the center of seat back. The edges of the fluting and seat cover should be the only places that are glued.

This will allow the seat cover to form to the foam.

Figure 35: Press on the seat foam with your forearms. Hold down each crease for a few minutes.

Press on the seat with your forearms. Hold down each side crease for a few minutes to attach the seat cover to the seat foam (Fig. 35).

Cut a new side flap board from the old seat backboard if necessary, use an awl and punch a hole for the flap screws in the appropriate place.

Figure 36: Insert side flap board into the new seat cover.

Insert the side board into the flaps (Fig. 36).

Clip the back vinyl of the seat cover to the frame with the U-clips.

Make sure you pull out all the wrinkles.

Glue the front flap of the seat back cover down to the back bar, checking the alignment of middle seams to mark on the frame you made earlier and attach the C-clips (Fig. 37).

Figure 37: Glue the front flap of the seat cover down to the back bar of the seat frame.

Figure 38: Use an awl and punch a hole to attach seat side flaps.

Use the awl to punch a hole through the vinyl where needed for attaching the side flaps (Fig. 38).

Pull flaps snugly into place and screw them in.

Cut a small X in the vinyl for the seat adjusting handle and refit handle.

Set the seat back aside.

Seat Bottom

Use a flat head screwdriver on the C-clips (Fig. 39) to remove the old seat bottom cover and foam.

Make note of the placement of C-clips for reinstallation.

Figure 39: Using a flat head screwdriver, remove the C-clips holding the seat bottom cover in place. Be sure to note where the C-clips are located.
Use pliers to pull loose the seat webbing where it’s clipped into the bottom and refit the new seat webbing (Fig. 40).

**Figure 40:** Using pliers, pull loose the seat webbing where it’s clipped into the seat base.

Clean the seat frame if necessary. Make sure you have the correct seat bottom for the side you are working on. Glue a piece of scrap cloth to the underside of the seat bottom foam, to protect it from excessive wear from the webbing, and trim off any excess material.

Temporarily bolt the seat back onto the bottom and lay the seat bottom foam in place. Using a pen, mark the seat bottom foam where the outermost seams of the seat back meet the seat bottom foam (Fig. 41).

**Figure 41:** Using a pen, mark the seat base foam where the outermost seams of the seat back meet the seat base foam.

Helpful Hint: Installing Seat Webbing

When installing the new seat webbing, use a hair dryer to heat the webbing. This will loosen the rubber and allow you to stretch it into place much easier for better fit and placement.

With the seat cover still inside out, align the seams and flutes of the seat cover, as well as the front edge, and glue them to the bottom foam (Fig. 44).

**Figure 44:** Align seams & flutes.

When glue is tacky, work the cover over the foam one edge at a time, starting at the front of the seat.

Check the position of seams and flutes against seat back carefully to insure they are properly aligned.

Apply glue to the outer edge of the center flat portion of the seat bottom foam and to the outside edges of fluted part inside the seat bottom cover (Fig. 43).

**Figure 43:** Apply glue to the center flat portion of base foam and to the outside edges of the fluted portion of seat cover.

Turn the seat bottom cover inside out and lay it on top of the bottom foam (Fig. 42).

**Figure 42:** Lay the new seat bottom cover inside out on the base foam and check alignment of seams to the seat back.

Check the position of seams and flutes against seat back carefully to insure they are properly aligned.
Place one hand on top of the front corner of the seat and press down foam. With the other hand, curl the cover down into place around seat bottom frame (Fig. 45).

Figure 45: Place one hand on the top front corner and press down on the seat foam. With the other hand, curl the seat cover down into place around the bottom frame.

Adjust the piping and seat foam as you eliminate bulges in the seat cover. Check the alignment with the seat back and adjust it as needed.

With the seat bottom aligned with the seat back and the front of the foam aligned with the seat frame, pull down each side and the front flap of the seat cover. Temporarily clip the sides and front flap onto the seat frame (Fig. 46).

Figure 46: Temporarily clip the sides and the front flap of the seat cover to the seat frame. Make sure all bulges are out and that the seams and flutes are properly aligned.

Unbolt the seat back from the seat bottom and set it aside. Pull the rear flap of the seat bottom cover through the back of the seat frame.

Glue and clip the rear flap of the seat bottom cover into place (Fig. 47 at top of next column).

Figure 47: Unbolt the seat back from the seat base. Pull the rear flap of the seat bottom cover throughout the seat frame. Glue and clip the cover into place.

Cut an approximately 1" slit at the point on each side of the seat bottom cover where the bolt brackets meet (Fig. 48). Tuck under and glue the portion behind each bracket, and then glue and clip the front and sides into place.

Figure 48: Cut an approximately 1" slit at the point on each side of the seat bottom cover where the bolt brackets meet.

Figure 49: Using a socket wrench, attach the seat bottom to the seat back.

Attach the seat back to the seat bottom (Fig. 49).

Important:
Don’t forget to replace the 2 washers located where the seat back and the seat bottom meet. See page 9, Note.
Attach the runners to the seat frame (Fig. 50).

Figure 50: Attach the floor runners to the seat frame.

Align the 2 wood spacers, which fit between the floor runners and the floor carpet in their appropriate positions inside the car (Fig. 51).

Figure 51: Align the 2 spacers in the appropriate positions inside the car.

Now align the newly covered seat assembly over the spacers and bolt the seat into the car. Repeat these procedures for the other seat.

With all of your new interior kit installed, you’re ready to reassemble your car.

Replace the convertible top and the top retainer bar in the same manner as they were removed. Attach the convertible top boot and reconnect your battery.

You did it yourself! Yes, it was work, but the finished job was worth it. Go ahead and smile... you earned it. This is what pride is all about!

"Keep’em On The Road"™ ... With Style!

Headrest Cover Replacement Instructions

Tools Needed (Fig. 52).
- 1 Medium Flat Head Screwdriver
- 1 Medium Phillips Screwdriver
- Staple Gun
- 1/2” Open End Wrench
- 1/2” Socket Wrench

Remove Headrest Assembly From Seat Back
You may be able to accomplish this with a quick, forceful pull upwards on the headrest, but only if the clip inside the shaft is well worn. If this is not possible, then you must access the rear inside of the seat back.

Unbolt seat back from the seat bottom using a 1/2” open end wrench and socket wrench (See page 9, Figure 25).

Note the placement of the 2 washers on each side, with one in between the two seat parts.

Place seat bottom aside.

Remove the seat adjusting handle with a phillips screwdriver and carefully pull or pry it away from the seat (See page 9, Figure 26).

Locate and remove screws that hold down the flap on each side the seat back (See page 9, Figure 27).

Note the position of the C-clips and smaller U-clips that hold cover in place.

Remove the seat clips using the flat head screwdriver to pry the clips loose (Fig. 53).
Loosen the cover from the foam and peel away the cover from the foam and frame by turning it inside out and pulling it over the headrest (Fig. 54).

Figure 54: Peel away seat cover from the seat foam and frame.

Remove the seat foam and press in on the clip at the base of the headrest shaft with a flat head screwdriver to remove the headrest (Fig. 55).

Figure 55: Remove the seat foam and press in on the clip at the base of the headrest shaft to remove the headrest.

Using the Phillips screwdriver, remove the screws attaching the base cover to the headrest.

Pry off the staples from the headrest cover using the flat head screwdriver (Fig. 56).

Figure 56: Pry off staples from cover using flat head screwdriver.

Slip the old headrest cover off by pulling off one end of the headrest cover then the other (Fig. 57).

Figure 57: To remove headrest cover, pull off one end and then the other end.

Turn the new headrest cover inside out and hold it in place on top headrest assembly (Fig. 58).

Figure 58: Turn new cover inside out and hold in place on top of the headrest.

Slowly work cover down over the foam, and over one end. Turn to other end and pull the cover over until all the way on (Fig. 59). Adjust the piping and position as necessary then pull tight and staple where the old cover was.

Figure 59: Slowly work cover down over foam at one end. Turn other end and pull the cover over until completely on.

Attach the headrest base cover as positioned before. Replace headrest into seat by making sure the clip is on position and pushing the shaft back into place. Reposition seat cover and replace seat back.
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